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ABSTRACT

Microarrays traditionally have been used to analyze
the expression behavior of large numbers of coding
transcripts. Here we present a comprehensive
approach for high-throughput transcript discovery
in Escherichia coli focused mainly on intergenic
regions which, together with analysis of coding
transcripts, provides us with a more complete
insight into the organism's transcriptome. Using a
whole genome array, we detected expression for
4052 coding transcripts and identi®ed 1102 addi-
tional transcripts in the intergenic regions of the
E.coli genome. Further classi®cation reveals 317
novel transcripts with unknown function. Our
results show that, despite sophisticated approaches
to genome annotation, many cellular transcripts
remain unidenti®ed. Through the experimental iden-
ti®cation of all RNAs expressed under a speci®c
condition, we gain a more thorough understanding
of all cellular processes.

INTRODUCTION

Genome sequence information has accumulated at a fast pace
in recent years and the generation of whole genome sequences
is now commonplace. However, the number of uncompleted
genome projects signi®cantly exceeds the number of com-
pletely annotated and published sequences (http://www.
tigr.org and http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/PMGifs/Genomes/
micr.html). One of the primary reasons for this gap between
sequence generation and public release is the still dif®cult task
of sequence annotation, of interpreting raw sequence data into
useful biological information. Most of the genome annotation
information is generated using bioinformatics approaches.
These in silico methods used for gene prediction in combin-
ation with homology searches are applied to the primary
genome sequence. However, coding sequences, those portions
of the genome that are transcribed and ultimately translated,
are not the only elements of the genome which are transcribed
into RNA. Transcribed but untranslated regions (UTRs) are
common at the 5¢ and 3¢ ends of genes since transcription

initiation and termination sites generally extend beyond
translation start and stop sites. In prokaryotes such as
Escherichia coli, operons may be described as consecutive
genes, which are transcribed into a single polycistronic mRNA
molecule. In the case of these operons, the intergenic regions
are transcribed but not translated. In addition, at least 34
untranslated small RNA molecules, which may have regula-
tory functions, have been reported (1±3). Further, there is
evidence that current annotation algorithms have limitations
which can cause errors in the annotation process (4±14). By
investigating observed transcripts, which are distinct from
previously annotated genes, we are able to identify new
potential genes.

Several in silico approaches, based largely on primary
sequence analysis, have proven successful at identifying many
of these transcript elements, including promoter regions
(15,16), transcription termination sites (17,18), operons (19)
and small RNAs (1±3). In addition to these transcribed
elements, a number of intergenic repeats in E.coli have been
computationally identi®ed and documented (20,21). However,
these computational approaches rely on primary sequence
analyses and cross-species sequence comparisons. Genome-
wide experimental identi®cation of transcripts, such as with
microarrays, has been limited primarily to coding sequences.
For identifying transcribed intergenic regions, we present an
orthogonal approach to in silico primary sequence analysis
methods that is based on high density oligonucleotide probe
arrays, which interrogate the sense strand of coding sequences
and both strands in the intergenic regions of the genome.
Using E.coli RNA from cells grown on different media, we
have identi®ed over 1100 transcripts corresponding to
intergenic regions. We proceeded to classify these transcripts
using sequence analysis, expression clustering, sequence
homology and information collected from the literature and
public databases.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Strain and growth conditions

Escherichia coli strain MG1655 cells were grown in
Luria±Bertani broth or on solid medium and used for
inoculation of liquid cultures. Cells were grown in 50-ml
batch cultures in 250-ml Erlenmeyer ¯asks at 37°C with
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aeration by rotary shaking (300 r.p.m.). The culture media
used were Luria±Bertani (LB) or M9 minimal medium as
described elsewhere (22) supplemented with glucose (0.2%)
or glycerol (0.2%). Anaerobic growth was performed at 37°C
in the same ¯asks ®tted with butyl rubber stoppers and the air
in the dead space replaced with argon. Growth was monitored
at 600 nm on a Hitachi U-2000 spectrophotometer. Cells were
harvested in mid log phase, midway between beginning log
phase and stationary phase, early stationary phase or deep
stationary growth phase (24 h after the culture reached
stationary phase) (Table 1).

RNA isolation, cDNA synthesis and target labeling

Total RNA was isolated from the cells using the protocol
accompanying the MasterPureÔ complete DNA/RNA puri®-
cation kit from Epicentre Technologies (Madison, WI).
Isolated RNA was resuspended in diethyl pyrocarbonate-
treated water and quantitated based on the absorption at 260
nm. The cDNA synthesis method has been described previ-
ously (23). Brie¯y, 10 mg total RNA was reverse transcribed
using the Superscript II system for ®rst strand cDNA synthesis
from Life Technologies (Rockville, MD). The remaining RNA
was removed using 2 U RNase H (Life Technologies) and 1 mg
RNase A (Epicentre) for 10 min at 37°C in 100 ml total
volume. The cDNA was puri®ed using the Qiaquick PCR
puri®cation kit from Qiagen (Valencia, CA). Isolated cDNA
was quantitated based on the absorption at 260 nm and
fragmented using a partial DNase I digest. The fragmented
cDNA was 3¢ end-labeled using terminal transferase (Roche
Molecular Biochemicals, Indianapolis, IN) and biotin-N6-
ddATP (DuPont/NEN, Boston, MA). The fragmented and
end-labeled cDNA was added to the hybridization solution
without further puri®cation.

Genomic DNA labeling and hybridization

Escherichia coli genomic DNA (5 mg) was fragmented using
0.2 U DNase I (Roche) in one-phor-all buffer (Amersham,
Piscataway, NJ), adjusted to a ®nal volume of 20 ml and
incubated at 37°C for 10 min, followed by inactivation of
DNase at 99°C for 10 min. The fragmented DNA was
subsequently labeled with terminal transferase (Roche) and
biotin-N6-ddATP (DuPont/NEN) in accordance with the
manufacturers' protocols. Standard hybridization, wash and
stain protocols were used (Affymetrix, Santa Clara, CA).

Reverse transcription±PCR (RT±PCR)

RNA isolation and cDNA synthesis was performed as
described above. The PCR reaction was carried out with
70 ng cDNA as template and 1 mM forward and reverse
primers. The reaction was cycled 25 times with a 55°C
annealing temperature and a 2±4-min extension time at 72°C,
depending on the size of the expected product. We used the
same RNA in the PCR reaction as a negative control to test for
genomic contamination.

Array design

A detailed description of the microarray is available (24). In
summary, each array chip contains 295 936 oligonucleotide
probes. Half of the probes are designed to be perfect match
(PM) probes, which correspond to 25mer oligonucleotides in
the E.coli genome, while the other half are designed to be

mismatch (MM) probes, which correspond to the same 25mers
as the PM probes except that the 13th base pair is comple-
mented. The chip assays every annotated gene (10) with a set
of probe pairs and every intergenic region in both orientations
with a set of probe pairs. Probe sets generally contain 15 PM
and 15 MM probes.

Transcript identi®cation

The GeneChipâ Software analysis program MAS 4.1 and
DMT 2.0 (Affymetrix) were used for the analysis of gene
expression and expression clustering, respectively. To identify
transcripts within intergenic regions, we developed an algo-
rithm for the analysis of the .cel ®le generated by MAS 4.1.
The .cel ®le contains the probe locations and the individual
intensities of the PM and corresponding MM probes on the
microarray. In order to identify transcripts, we looked for sets
of adjacent probes (two or more probes) in which PM ± MM
for each adjacent probe exceeds an expression threshold in
both replicates (based on empirical results, we used a
difference threshold of 200). We prefer reasonably strict
criteria for transcript identi®cation to ensure a high speci®city
for transcript detection. For each duplicate experiment, we
searched for all possible transcripts which met these criteria in
all interrogated intergenic regions. In order to correct for
possible cross-hybridization effects, labeling inconsistencies
or hybridization variations, we combined neighboring tran-
scripts in the same intergenic region into a single transcript if
they were separated by a single probe, which failed to meet
our expression criteria. We applied this approach to all
interrogated intergenic regions genome wide and then pro-
ceeded to classify the identi®ed transcripts.

RESULTS

Many approaches that quantify the expression level of a gene
based on oligonucleotide array data operate under the
assumption that all (or at least most) oligonucleotide probes
for a given gene are essentially independent measurements of
the same transcript expression (24±27). This is a reasonable
and convenient assumption for genes, where the existence and
the exact position of the transcript are known a priori, but
when we search for new transcripts, such as in intergenic
regions, we do not have the luxury of this assumption. Rather,
we perform RNA expression analysis at a sub-transcript
resolution. Initial analysis of the data across all experiments
showed a range of hybridization af®nities for different probes.
We removed 2671 probes in the intergenic regions from
the analysis for which there was evidence of signi®cant
cross-hybridization or other non-speci®c hybridization.
These probes were determined by hybridizing E.coli genomic
DNA labeled directly with terminal transferase to the probe
array and removing the probes that failed to meet our
difference threshold. The remaining probes were studied by
hybridizing biotin-labeled cDNA (23) derived from 13
different growth conditions in duplicate for a total of 26
arrays (Table 1).

For transcript discovery a stringent difference model was
developed, which is based on evidence that an average
difference model can linearly approximate actual expression
levels (25,26). A probe had to meet the difference requirement
in both duplicate experiments before we considered the probe
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`expressed' (see Materials and Methods). After identifying a
conservative set of potential transcripts in intergenic regions,
we then proceeded with their classi®cation based on their
genome location as operon elements, 5¢-UTRs, 3¢-UTRs or as
transcripts of unknown function (Table 2). For additional
validation of our classi®cation, we determined the co-regula-
tion of the identi®ed transcripts with their ¯anking ORFs using
the self-organizing map (SOM) algorithm (28). Transcripts
that are co-regulated across many conditions are likely to be
from the same transcript (28). In addition, we performed a
homology search against the complete genome sequence of
Salmonella typhimurium (the closest fully sequenced relative
to E.coli) to identify conserved regions (329). Sequences can
be conserved for many different reasons, including coding
regions, complex promoters or leader sequences, transcrip-
tional and post-transcriptional regulatory signals, small RNAs,
transcriptional terminators and sequences of as yet unknown
function. We used the cluster and homology analyses together
with annotation programs (11,12,30) and information col-
lected from the literature and public databases to further
characterize the transcripts and to classify them as potential
new ORFs or RNA transcripts that serve as small regulatory
RNAs (sRNA) (Table 2).

Operon elements

A gene can be described as belonging to an operon if it is one of
two or more adjacent genes which are transcribed into a single
transcript (Fig. 1). Similarly, an intergenic region is part of an
operon if it is transcribed in the same transcript as both its
¯anking genes. The ability to identify operons can be very
useful in understanding gene function, since genes that are
members of the same operon generally code for proteins which
have functional roles in the same cellular pathways. While
correlated expression of two neighboring genes may be a
reasonable indication that the genes are co-transcribed, this
correlated expression coupled with evidence of similar inter-
genic expression between the two genes provides a much
stronger signal. Intergenic transcripts are classi®ed as part of an
operon if the orientation of the intergenic region matches that of
the ¯anking genes, if both genes are expressed and if the
expressed intergenic transcript extends across the entire
intergenic region. Using these parameters we identi®ed 289 of
these intergenic regions which have been previously
documented or predicted as being part of an operon
(21,31; http://kinich.cifn.unam.mx:8850/db/regulondb_intro.
frameset) (Supplementary Material, Table S1). Based on this

Table 2. Summary of all detected transcripts and their classi®cation and characterization

Transcript classi®cation Annotated operonsa New
operonsb

Unknown
transcriptsb

5¢-UTRb 3¢-UTRb Total

Predicted Documented

Transcript characterization
Transcripts detected 189 100 4 334 353 122 1102
ORFs 11 2 0 31 49 11 104
sRNA 0 0 0 17 2 0 19
Regulatory region 0 0 1 0 15 0 16
Homology n.d. n.d. n.d. 183 250 69 502
Cluster 135 81 3 n.a. 139 30 388
Cluster analysis
Operon 33 44 1 n.a. n.a. n.a. 78
Gene 27 13 1 n.a. n.a. n.a. 41
5¢-UTR 35 8 1 n.a. n.a. n.a. 44
3¢-UTR 40 16 0 n.a. n.a. n.a. 56

n.a., not applicable; n.d., not determined.
ahttp://kinich.cifn.unam.mx:8850/db/regulondb_intro.frameset.
bThis study.

Table 1. The 13 different growth conditions used for the E.coli transcriptome analysis

Experiment Medium Carbon source Aeration Growth stage and other relevant information

1 M9 Glucose Aerobic Mid log phase
2 M9 Glucose Aerobic Midway between log phase and stationary phase
3 M9 Glucose Aerobic Early stationary phase
4 M9 Glucose Aerobic Late (24 h) stationary phase
5 M9 Glycerol Aerobic Mid log phase
6 M9 Glucose Anaerobic, shift to aerobic 15 min after shift
7 M9 Glucose Anaerobic, shift to aerobic 30 min after shift
8 M9 Glucose Anaerobic, shift to aerobic 60 min after shift
9 M9 Glucose Aerobic Mid log phase, 42°C

10 M9 Glucose Aerobic Mid log phase, 20°C
11 M9 Glucose Aerobic Starvation, withdrawing of glucose at mid log phase
12 LB Aerobic Mid log phase
13 LB Anaerobic Mid log phase
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comparison the false positive rate for transcript detection was
estimated to be <1%. Characterizing the false negative rate
proves to be problematic because many of these regions
showed little or no expression under our 13 conditions and we
are limited to drawing conclusions only from elements which
are expressed in our experiment set. In addition to the
transcript analysis described above, we also performed an
expression cluster analysis using the SOM algorithm (28) to
investigate correlation between the expression of an intergenic
region and the expression of its neighboring genes. The
average difference values for the ¯anking genes and the
intergenic region under all 13 conditions were used to identify
co-regulated expression. Of our predicted operons, 71%
showed co-regulation in at least two of the three transcripts
(¯anking genes and intergenic region), while 81% of the
documented operons offered this evidence of co-regulation.
Figure 2 shows the expression levels for individual probes
interrogating the predicted hnr±galU operon. RT±PCR con-
®rmed a single RNA transcript for these two genes and the
intergenic region (Fig. 3). We con®rmed a single RNA
transcript using RT±PCR for six additional predicted operons.
Of the four intergenic regions which have not previously been
documented or predicted as part of an operon but for which we
observe operon evidence, we found that two were co-regulated
with ¯anking genes (rpsM/rpmJ and rplN/rpsQ), which code
for 30S and 50S ribosomal subunit proteins. Based on our
®ndings and the close functional relationship of the gene
products, they are strong candidates for new, previously
unidenti®ed operons.

5¢-Untranslated region (5¢-UTR)

As with the operons described above, experimental evidence
for 5¢ expressed regions can supplement computational
approaches by identifying not only transcription start sites
for genes, but also multiple start sites when different
promoters are employed under different conditions, as well
as cis-regulatory sites upstream of known genes. In order for
an intergenic transcript to be classi®ed as a 5¢-UTR in our
analysis, we required the transcript to be in the same
orientation as its downstream gene and to be expressed
under the same growth conditions. We made the assumption

Figure 1. The pts operon in E.coli. The enlarged pictures of a microarray show the high expression level of the neighboring genes ptsH, ptsI and crr in the
pts operon. The bottom picture (from RegulonDB; http://kinich.cifn.unam.mx:8850/db/regulondb_intro.frameset) shows the location of the genes within the
genome.

Figure 2. Operon detection using oligonucleotide probe intensities.
Individual oligonucleotide probe intensities (PM ± MM) from three condi-
tions are shown to validate the microarray-predicted hnr±galU operon.
Intensities for individual probes interrogating hnr, the 200 bp intergenic
region and galU are shown. This operon was independently con®rmed using
RT±PCR (Fig. 3).

Figure 3. RT±PCR for seven predicted operons. The DNA bands represent
the PCR products for the following operons, including the expected size of
the PCR product in parentheses (see also Supplementary Material, Table
S1): lane 1, rpsR±rplI (0.9 kb); lane 2, ytfQ±ytfR (2.4 kb); lane 3,
yaeR±mesJ (1.4 kb); lane 4, rplA±rplL (1.5 kb); lane 5, ptsH±ptsJ (1.7 kb);
lane 6, purA±yjeB (1.8 kb); lane 7, hnr±galU (2 kb); lane St, 1 kb standard
DNA ladder.
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that the transcript must be >70 nt to encode a 5¢-UTR, slightly
longer than the expected 50±60 nt of a promoter, and that the
transcript extends close to the downstream gene translational
start site, i.e. the transcript must extend to the penultimate or
ultimate probe in the probe set of the intergenic region.
Figure 4 shows an example for the microarray detection of the
transcribed but not translated leader sequence of the ompA
mRNA (32). The PM ± MM probe intensities and the probe
locations were used to determine the transcriptional start site,
which was found to be close to the predicted promoter location
for the ompA gene. We identi®ed a conservative set of 353
transcripts which met our expression criteria for 5¢-UTRs
(Supplementary Material, Table S2). Of these transcripts, 294
either showed concordant expression with their downstream
ORF in all 13 experiments or else showed homology to
S.typhimurium with an E value < 0.01 (29) and an over-
all identity of >65%. Fifteen 5¢-UTRs contain conserved
regulatory sequences (http://kinich.cifn.unam.mx:8850/db/
regulondb_intro.frameset), one of which matches a previously
identi®ed small RNA (sraB) (3) and an additional one (crpT) a
potential small RNA (33). However, based on the signal
location and co-expression with its downstream gene, our
study suggests that crpT is the 5¢-untranslated leader of yhfA as
originally reported (34) and not an independent transcript
as speculated by Carter et al. (35). An additional 49
other transcripts are classi®ed as potential small ORFs
(Supplementary Material, Table S2).

3¢-Untranslated region (3¢-UTR)

The classi®cation of transcripts as 3¢-UTRs is analogous to
that of the 5¢-UTRs. The intergenic transcript must be in the
same orientation as its upstream gene and was required to be
expressed under the same growth conditions. In addition, we
restricted the transcripts to be at least 70 bp in length and to
extend close to the upstream gene predicted translational stop

site. With these criteria we identi®ed 122 potential 3¢-UTRs,
of which 69% are either expressed concordant with their
upstream gene in all 13 experiments or have sequence
homology to S.typhimurium with an E value < 0.01 and an
overall identity of >65% (Supplementary Material, Table S3).
Eleven of the 122 transcripts are classi®ed as potential novel
small ORFs.

Transcripts of unknown function

Finally, we identi®ed 334 transcripts longer than 70 bp that
were expressed but which could not be classi®ed as operon
elements, 5¢-UTRs or 3¢-UTRs (Supplementary Material,
Table S4). This group of transcripts has a hybridization signal
separate from and discontinuous with the signals from
neighboring ORFs. Over 200 transcripts in this group showed
sequence homology with S.typhimurium or considerable
expression levels (more than three times background). Of
the 34 reported E.coli sRNA molecules interrogated in
intergenic regions on the array (1±3), we detected transcripts
for 19 on the reported strand (Supplementary Material,
Table S5) and an additional ®ve on the opposite strand in
this group. Several of the known sRNAs are expressed only
under speci®c growth conditions and we cannot draw conclu-
sions from a negative result. We predict an additional nine
transcripts as being good candidates for new small RNAs
based on their homology to S.typhimurium, their average
transcript intensity and their expression in either late log, early
stationary or stationary growth phase. In addition, their sizes
range from 50 to 400 nt (Supplementary Material, Table S5).
These are conditions under which most of the other sRNA
transcripts were identi®ed. Furthermore, we detected tran-
scripts for 31 predicted but not experimentally con®rmed
ORFs from the Colibri and EcoGene databases (http://
genolist.pasteur.fr/Colibri/ and http://bmb.med.miami.edu/
EcoGene/EcoWeb/) (Supplementary Material, Table S5).
This is the most challenging group of transcripts to
characterize and understand. Further sequence analysis to
identify promoters, transcriptional terminators and secondary
structure is necessary to say how many of these transcripts
qualify as small RNA molecules, new ORFs, regulatory
transcripts such as antisense RNAs or transcripts of as yet
unknown function. Additional protein sequence homology,
functional annotation information and experimental validation
is also needed to con®rm the predicted ORFs. We have
intentionally not assigned any new E.coli gene names to our
transcripts awaiting further characterization.

DISCUSSION

While the molecular biology community has met with great
success in developing computational approaches for genome
wide transcriptome analysis, experimental evidence to support
this analysis tends to be either on a gene-by-gene level or else,
in the case of microarrays, only targeted at transcripts that are
also translated (24,36,37). A recent study of chromosomes 21
and 22 in human cells identi®ed novel RNA transcripts not
detected by sequence analysis (38). For the analysis of gene
expression in an organism and the interpretation of the
generated data we will increasingly rely on complete and
accurate catalogs of genes, mRNAs, proteins and untranslated
but transcribed regions. With the recent advances in

Figure 4. 5¢-UTR detection upstream of ompA. Individual oligonucleotide
probe intensities (PM ± MM) from three conditions are shown to validate
the microarray-detected 5¢-UTR upstream of ompA. Intensities for individual
oligonucleotide probes interrogating ompA, the 356 bp intergenic region and
sulA are shown. The arrows above the indicated genes show the direction of
transcription.
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oligonucleotide probe array technology and the availability of
complete genome sequences we are now in a position to assay
the complete transcriptome of many organisms, as opposed to
only their coding subset. By assaying the E.coli transcriptome
under a range of conditions, we identi®ed multiple non-coding
transcript elements, including 5¢-UTRs, 3¢-UTRs, small RNA
molecules and polycistronic elements (operons). In addition,
we were able to detect transcripts that escaped gene prediction
programs due to non-conforming characteristics. The arrays
can be constructed without a priori knowledge of genome
annotation and can provide the experimental foundation for a
complete transcriptome analysis. By interrogating both
strands of a genomic sequence on one array, valuable
information on possible antisense gene regulation can be
obtained and can provide the basis for a more accurate
understanding of gene translation. Our experimental approach
to transcriptome analysis in E.coli could be extended to the
genomes of other organisms with complete sequence data but
incomplete annotation information. Using conservative cri-
teria, we identi®ed a set of 1102 transcripts in the intergenic
regions of E.coli which we classi®ed as operon elements, 5¢-
UTRs, 3¢-UTRs, small RNAs, new ORFs or transcripts of
unknown function (Table 2). Using the experimental approach
of detecting transcripts under different growth conditions
gives us the opportunity to detect >95% of all possible
transcripts as judged by the total number of genes detected
(data not shown). In fact, we validated most of the reported
sRNAs, operons and ORFs by using secondary analysis tools.

Our analysis will be most effective if applied in
combination with other evidence, such as computational
approaches, which predict operons (19), promoters and ORFs
(11,12,15,16), sRNAs (1±3), transcription termination sites
(17,18), etc. Whenever possible, we attempted to validate our
observed intergenic transcripts with independent means of
analysis, such as sequence homology, expression clustering or
ORF identi®cation programs. The data presented show that a
large portion of the E.coli transcriptome remains to be
characterized. We also expect that experimental evidence of
transcripts will be useful for developing the next generation of
gene prediction algorithms, and only with a complete
understanding of transcription for both coding regions
and intergenic regions can we fully comprehend cellular
processes.

SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL

Supplementary Material is available at NAR Online.
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